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Mercury’s n.FORM® System Named a Finalist in the
2021 AST Homeland Security Awards Program
October 14, 2021 – Woodbury, NY - Mercury Notifications, the world’s
leading B2B life safety solutions provider and product manufacturer of the
n.FORM® Mass Notification System, is excited to announce it has been
named a finalist in American Security Today’s 2021 AST Homeland Security
Awards program.
This year marks the 6th year for the ASTORS Homeland Security Awards
Program which continues to recognize the outstanding innovations of top firms and agencies in the
Homeland Security and Public Safety fields.
The Program is the preeminent U.S. Homeland Security Awards Program highlighting the most cuttingedge and forward-thinking security solutions coming onto the market today. Championing the Award
Program is American Security Today, a publication committed to providing readers with the information
they need to keep our nation safe – one facility, street, and city at a time.
Embracing the importance of providing a true eco-system and emergency notification platform, Mercury
Notifications entered the n.FORM® Mass Notification System into the Awards Program. After initial
review by the judging committee, Mercury was selected as a finalist for providing a one-stop solution
for life-safety communication. Noteworthy capabilities that caught the award committees’ attention
included n.FORM’s ability to provide all of the hardware, software, controls, and fire alarm control panel
integration, as well as Mercury’s abilty to meet codes and standards (NFPA72 and UL2572) specifically
set for mass notification systems.
The Award Program will be a prominently featured Special Event on the opening day of the ISC East
show, and the event expects to draw thousands of government, security industry and public safety
professionals who will convene to meet with experts from over 350 industry-leading innovators.
manufacturers and technical reps, at the Northeast’s largest physical and IT security trade show to check
out the latest in security technologies.
As in previous years, the 2021 ASTORS Awards Program surpassed expectations with a record number of
nominations received from industry leaders and government agencies, and winners will be announced
during the ISC East show at the Jacob Javits Center in New York City on November 17, 2021.
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Of the nomination, Todd Eddy, Chief Sales Officer for Mercury says, “We feel fortunate that our
commitment to offering a complete solution for life-safety and emergency communication is being
recognized by American Security Today and other top security industry leaders. The importance of
having benchmarks for safety within the life-safety ecosystem, like those set by UL for mass notification
is critical, and we look forward to helping the industry understand this value.”
For more about the award program and to see the finalist announcements, click here. For more on
Mercury Notifications, visit www.mercurynotificaitons.com or contact Mercury’s Director of Marketing,
Jodi Jacobs at jjacobs@mercuryn.com.

About Mercury Notifications
Specializing in life-safety technologies, Mercury Notifications, and their n.FORM® Mass Notification
System is a complete, end-to-end, supervised solution that provides the hardware, software,
integration, and controls needed for your mass notification and emergency communication systems.
No matter the situation, Mercury Notifications keeps the line of communication open enabling targeted
messages via distributed audio, wide area speakers, phones, email, SMS/Text, Twitter, Skype/Teams,
desktop alerts, digital signage and more.
As a UL 2572 and UL 864 rated platform, Mercury integrates with Fire Alarm Control Units and provides
complete emergency and non-emergency communications by zone, by building, by campus, or over a
series of buildings anywhere in the world.
In addition, the company offers a complete suite of cloud-based software that enables building-tobuilding communication, prioritized messaging, and the ability to address, manage and monitor all your
facilities from a single access point. Mercury’s n.FORM® Mass Notification System is made in the USA
and the n.FORM® System is installed in millions of square feet around the globe.
For more information about Mercury, contact info@mercuryn.com or call 516.802.0011.
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